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Construction Dictionary
With over 12,000 terms, many very
technical and hard-to-find, this is one of the
most complete construction dictionaries
available on the market today, and all
searchable on CD-ROM as well. Having
this reference can help the construction
professional prepare better documents,
avoid embarrassing moments and avoid
problems due to misunderstanding.
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Dictionary of Construction, Surveying and Civil Engineering - Oxford Free Construction Glossary and Home
Building Terms. Dictionary of Architecture & Construction Find definitions for common foundation construction
terminology in our civil construction dictionary. Use this resource to learn more about civil construction! construction
(noun) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary RSMeans construction dictionaries have long been thought of
as an industry-standard resource. Thousands of common construction terms are defined, Construction definition and
meaning Collins English Dictionary construction (k?nstr?k??n ) Word forms: constructions. uncountable noun.
Construction is the building of things such as houses, factories, roads, and bridges. RSMeans Construction
Dictionaries Reference Books The Building News Construction Dictionary: Pocket Edition can be used for easy
reference. This dictionary offers you extensive coverage of construction terms. Construction Dictionary: Common
Foundation Terminology Free Construction Glossary and Home Building Terms. Construction - Websters New
World Law Dictionary - YourDictionary construction /k?n?str?k??n/USA pronunciation n. the act, process, or art of
constructing:[uncountable]a building of solid construction. something constructed Construction dictionary definition
construction - YourDictionary Define construction: the act or process of building something (such as a house or
Construction of the new bridge will begin in the spring. Law Dictionary NCRS Construction Dictionary Online
Engineering Dictionary the action of building something, typically a large struc Meaning, pronunciation, example
sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. Construction - definition of construction by The Free Dictionary
Browse Dictionaries: Accounting Dictionaries -> Computing Dictionaries Construction Dictionaries -> Grammar and
Stylistic Dictionaries History Dictionaries construction - definition of construction in English Oxford Dictionaries
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architecture and building construction than any other dictionary in the English materials and services, construction
techniques, engineering practices, Dictionary of Construction Terminology - Complete Design, Inc. The word
construction has its roots in the Latin word construere, which itself has roots in com-, meaning together, and struere
meaning to pile up. In addition construction - Dictionary Definition : This concise student edition of the most widely
used dictionary for construction and design professionals offers clear explanations of essential Construction Glossary Home Building Manual Construction Define Construction at construction definition: The definition of
construction is the process of making something, the occupation of building or the way that something is put together.
alphaDictionary * Free Construction Dictionary - Free Construction Directory of dictionaries and glossaries of
construction and the building trades. Construction Construction Definition by Merriam-Webster construction
definition, meaning, what is construction: the work of building or making something, especially buildings, bridges, etc.:
. Learn more. RSMeans Construction Dictionary Student Version The most up-to-date dictionary of building,
surveying, and civil engineering terms and definitions available. With increasing emphasis on sustainability and energy
efficiency of buildings and civil engineering key terms are addressed. Dr Martin Pritchard is a Reader in Civil none b.
The art, trade, or work of building: an engineer trained in highway construction worked in construction for seven years.
2. a. A structure, such as a building, Industry Specific Dictionaries: Construction -> Grammar construction translate:
$(translation). Learn more in the Cambridge English-Russian Dictionary. construction translate to Russian:
Cambridge Dictionary Define construction (noun) and get synonyms. What is construction (noun)? construction (noun)
meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. construction - Dictionary of English Construction
industry technical terms with videos, descriptions and pictures. Construction Glossary - Home Building Manual
Construction Dictionary - Easy-to-use free online dictionary with over 15000 definitions. Concise, clear, and
comprehensive definitions of all terms used in the construction Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary
something that is constructed a structure. 4. the occupation or industry of building: He works in construction.
Constructions involving bound forms are often called morphological, as the bound forms fif- and -teen. Construction
Dictionary by Residential Bidding Sheet Detailed Residential Construction Costs Residential Development
Download Dictionary of Construction Terminology as PDF Construction dictionary If you want to become a
handyman (or handywoman) you may start with this useful construction dictionary. Here you find a glossary of
construction terms Building and Construction Terms Dictionary - Beaufort Online Narrow construction definition at
, a free online dictionary with pronunciation, synonyms and translation. Look it up now! Construction Dictionary and
Glossary of Construction Terms The construction site for a new home. Licensed from iStockPhoto. noun. The
definition of construction is the process of making something, the occupation of
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